Spring Term Edition 2018 - A Cause for Justice.
Welcome to Spring 2018 Edition
The Student Journalist Team 2017-18
are delighted to bring you the Spring
Term Newsletter 2018. This term our
journalists decided that in addition to
reporting on the activities of JFS they
wanted to focus on something a little
different. They came up with the idea
of ‘World Days’. Each journalist has
reported on a different cause that is
internationally recognised by a World
Day. We hope you find the articles
enriching and informative.

World Mental Health Day
World Metal Health Day is on the 10th October and is an opportunity for thousands of people to come
together to draw attention to mental health issues and show the public the difficulties of living with
poor mental health. Just take a minute to consider the reality of being considered weird, or treated
differently, just because of appearances and prejudices. That’s the reality of living with poor mental
health.
The charity, Mental Health Foundation, researches ways to help those living with mental health issues.
The charity works in schools to promote mental health awareness, and arranges events for both adults
and children. The theme for Mental Health Day 2017 was mental health in the workplace. Lots of people wrote blogs about being mentally ill in work, because it is hard to get a job when you are mentally
ill. The authors gave talks about them, and donated the proceeds from ticket sales to the charity. The
charity also ran the scheme ‘Tea and Talk’ where groups of friend and neighbours organised tea parties
where mental health was discussed.
World Mental Health Day runs many fundraising events including trekking The Great Wall of China,
and Curry and Chaat, an opportunity to share a meal and discuss Mental Health with friends, while
making a donation to raise money for mental health research. Volunteers can also enter cycling or running events such as the London Marathon, receiving sponsorship so support the charity.
There are so many ways to get involved and raise money for this worthy cause. I hope I have convinced
you to get involved in the 2018 World Mental Health Day.

Joshua Reuben 7BB

World Wildlife Day

launch campaigns to save our big cats. We must ban hunting and put a
stop to the illegal selling of darts and animal skin. There are brilliant
people out there building conservation camps and saving what’s left of
our precious big cats.

World Wildlife Day was declared on 3rd March, a date each year to celebrate and raise awareness of the world's wild animals and nature. There
have been many themes such as; Listen to young voices, Wildlife crime
It’s up to every citizen, young and old, to protect our big cats and their
and the future of wildlife. This year’s theme is Big Cats - predators under habitats. We all have a role to play. Our campaigning, conservation acthreat which focuses on animal trade.
tions can be the difference between the species surviving or disappearing.
If you’re interested in getting involved there are loads of way you can get
Big Cats are one of the most stunning crucial animals that inhabit this
involved in your area with www.Planning | The Wildlife Trusts.co.uk and
planet but recently they have become severely endangered, and most of
the reason why there rapidly dying is because of us. Just twenty years and many other sites where you
can help in your area. We all
the African lion population has dropped by 45% but the most shocking
big cat population decrease is the tiger. There population has shockingly must do our part so let’s start
now.
decreased by 95% over the last 100 years, this means only 5% of tigers
remain! They have become extremely popular in the fashion industry and Ilana Long 7ZM
their teeth and over body parts are used for medicine. It’s appalling that
theses amazing creatures are on the verge of extinction because we want
to keep up with the latest trend.
We must become more aware of the impact we have on other species and
we have to use this day- and every other day- to raise awareness and to
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World Alzheimer’s Day
“We must all either grow old or die young”.
More and more people are blessed with the
former. Life expectancy has increased by 30
years since 1900, due to improved healthcare
and healthy lifestyles however the result is
that there are more and more elderly people
who are then more likely to suffer from poor
health. One of the most common ailments to
affect the elderly is Alzheimer’s disease. On
the 21st September, Alzheimer’s charities
from around the world concentrate their
efforts on raising awareness for this disease.

There is a lot of hidden suffering, with people
being looked after by their children, who may
themselves be old and suffering disabilities, or
be responsible for their own young children.
Where relatives are unable to care for sufferers, local authorities offer a skeleton service,
but cuts to local services mean that provision
for dementia sufferers may be limited to 15
minutes sessions by agency workers, rather

Alzheimers disease is the most common
cause of dementia, a terrible disease that has
no cure and eventually kills its victims by
severing the connections between nerve cells
and the brain. There are more than half a
million sufferers in the UK, and this number
keeps increasing because the population is
ageing.

World Chinese Language Day

than dedicated social workers who might be
better able to build relationships.
The Alzheimers Society is the main UK charity
that exists to help sufferers, support their
families, and investigate the causes of dementia as well as possible cures. This is a difficult
area to recruit into or raise money for because
although loads of people want to work with
children, and celebrities like to visit children’s’
wards in hospitals, elderly people are often
less photogenic, and it is more difficult to get
headlines or raise awareness of their situation.
As Alzheimers is a degenerative disease very
few people are able to describe their experiences of dementia, or are able to raise funds
for those who have looked after them. But as
there is an ageing population in the UK, there
is a good chance that any of us could eventually need their services, which is why I believe
this society deserves our support.
Josh Ruben 7BB

meaning one in six people in a room would understand if you spoke in
Chinese. Although it seems really cool to know, the process of learning
it is very hard, there are five tones for a single letter evolving into more
and more detail. Better get started though, there are 50,000 characters
to learn!

Ni huí shuo ying yu ma? Does that sound familiar to you at all? Well,
that is in Chinese, Mandarin specifically, and means, “do you speak
English?” See, Chinese is the most popular or most spoken language in
the world, beating English and Spanish. Due to this, UNESCO (United Aaron Jaffe, 7BH
Nations) holds the 20th April annually as World Chinese Language
Day as we recognise the Chinese language worldwide.
The main dialects of Chinese are the official language in five countries.
These are Mandarin in both China and Singapore, Hakka in Taiwan,
and Cantonese in Hong Kong and Macau. It is also honoured to be an
official language of the United Nations.
Almost 1.2bn of the world inhabitants are native speakers of Chinese,

World Autism Awareness Day
When you have met one person on the autistic spectrum you
have only met one person on the spectrum. Everyone who is on
the spectrum is totally different. They all have different personalities and different needs. Some need help a lot while others
only need a little bit of help.
World Autism Awareness Day is an internationally recognised
day on 2 April every year, encouraging Member States of the
United Nations to take measures to raise awareness about people with autism throughout the world

As part of World Autism Day a group of students in our school
presented and explained what it is like to live with Autism followed by a Question and Answer session. Students in our year
group were keen to understand more about Autism and found it
helpful to be able to ask questions.
Autism is not a disease that can be caught or developed. People
that have autism have a brain that developed differently. It can
be thought of more like a different way of thinking and experiencing the world rather than a disability. I hope that we continue to celebrate how people are different and unique at our
school.

Autism affects 1 in 68 children and 1 in 42 boys. Boys are nearly Amelia Kay 7ZG
five times more likely than girls to have autism. Some people
with autism often struggle in social situations and find large
crowds and loud noises difficult. There have been many famous
people with Autism that have made great changes to the world
we live in including scientists such as Albert Einstein, Charles
Darwin and Issac Newton but also Politicians, Musicians Artists
and Writers including Thomas Jefferson, Wolfgang Mozart,
Andy Warhol, Michelangelo and Lewis Carroll.
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International
Day

Women’s

gifts and flowers to the women in their
lives.

Every year, on the 8th March, the movement for women’s rights is commemorated and has always been since 1909 in New
York.
On the 28th February 1909 in New York,
the Socialist Party of America had organised a National Women’s Day. In August
10th, an International Women’s Conference had been planned in Copenhagen,
Denmark. The following year, on March
8th 1911, International Women’s Day had
been marked for the first time by millions
of people in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Denmark. In 1913, women of
Russia decided to celebrate their first
International Women’s Day on the last
Saturday of February.
In some countries, this day is an official
holiday, (but only for women in China,
Macedonia and Madagascar) but in a lot
of parts of the world, it is not. Many still
observe this day, nonetheless, by giving

World Cancer
Day

Since 1996, there have been Official UN
themes to International Women’s Day,
from “Celebrating the Past, Planning for
the Future” to “Women in the Changing
World of Work: Planet 50-50 by 2030”.
This year the theme is the rights of rural
women. Rural women fare worse than
rural men or urban women. For instance,
less than 20 per cent of landholders
worldwide are women, and while the
global pay gap between men and women
stand at 23 per cent, in rural areas, it can
be as high as 40 per cent.
By Sophie Shaw 9AA

the year 2020.

One of the main activities showing support for sufferers is the #nohairselfie
initiative, which sees those taking part
For those who have
shaving their heads physically or pretendsuffered from cancer, or
whose loved ones have battled the disease, ing to do so in solidarity with those who
have lost their hair to chemotherapy.
February 4 is a very significant day.
Known as World Cancer Day, it was set up These images have become popular on
social media.
to raise awareness of the disease and to
help support its prevention, detection and The founders have described the day as a
treatment.
‘chance to reflect on what you can do,
The day was founded by the Union for
International Cancress blood no Control
also known as UICC in a shorter form.
Their hope is to reduce the number of
people who die from cancer each year by

World Day of Social Justice

make a pledge and take action’. They hope
that by raising awareness they can make a
difference to the ongoing battle against
cancer.
By Emily Bunder 7WC

and unemployment are all issues that we can
eventually end and with this day giving a big
The World Day of Social Justice was on the 20th push we will get there! Workers will also have
of February this year and it is one of the most more fair wages from this day which could
close the gender pay gap and give people fair
important days to ever exist, but why is it so
important and what is it? World Social Justice wages for the jobs they do. Imagine if with
Day is all about helping to end poverty, exclu- enough of these days, highlighting these issues,
we could end work houses for children in other
sion, unfair wages and unemployment. These
are such big issues in the world and this day is countries! Word Social Justice Day is a day that
can save many people from injustice; let’s hope
all about ending those! If we can end these
issues we can focus on others and start helping one day we
more and more people and fix more and more won’t need one
issues! Once we end issues like these the world
By Max Morris
can have more charities helping other causes
8ZO
and then we can eradicate those. It is the multiplier effect (when one thing happens and it
causes and chain reaction) in action. Poverty

International
Mother Languages
Day

construction which
commenced straight
after the attacks, the
second which was started
but was destroyed in the
Since 2000, the 21st of
February of every year is 70s and the monument
set aside to celebrate and that remains to this day.
In Bangladesh, citizens
promote diversity of
celebrate International
language all over the
Mother Languages day by
world in tribute to the
ethno linguistic rights of placing petals on the
people around the world. Martyr Monument, or
The original case that led any of its replicas which
to this day was the Ben- are placed around the
gali language movement world.
in Bangladesh, which was UNESCO (the United
campaigning for the right Nations Educational,
for Bengali to be recog- Scientific and Cultural
nised as an official lanOrganization) chooses a
guage alongside Urdu. It theme and sponsors
resulted in a demonstra- events in their Paris
tion that took place on
headquarters. This year’s
the 21st of February 1952, theme is that Linguistic
which tragically ended in diversity and multilinthe murder of four stugualism count for susdents after police opened tainable development.
fire on the protesters.
Chile, Russia, Canada,

The deaths are commemorated by the Shaheed
Minar, also known as the
Martyr Monument; the
martyr monument is a
construction comprising
of 5 marble structures,
two on each side a central marble structure
which has a protrusion at
the top that is slanted in
position. The four side
structures represent the
four victims of the shooting that occurred because of the protests and
the central structure
represents their mothers
and country. There have
been 3 versions of the
Shaheed Minar, one of
them destroyed by police
in 1952 shortly after its

Egypt and the Philippines
recognise the 21st of February as international
observance but unlike
Bangladesh, they don’t
recognise it as a national
holiday.
The event has won three
major awards, the Linguapax award, the
Ekushey Heritage Award
and the Ekushey Youth
Award. The Linguapax
award is also presented
every year on world
mother languages day to
those who have made
achievements and progress in language diversity.
By Edan Phillips 9WH
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JFS News Roundup—Special Features—
Visibility for Disability and Science Week.
Science week – an Overview of an awesome week
From Monday 12th – Friday 16th, the JFS Sixth Form had prepared a number of displays for students to get involved with for Science Week. From learning about medicine from the Middle Ages to walking on water, this
year’s Science Week plans was an experience that nobody could forget. Monday had many people in the science
department to learn about our journey through time and to watch explosions in “You Dyna-Might Learn Something.” On Tuesday, there were lectures on “When will we Walk with Mammoths?” and “What is a Sandwich?”
and its connection to the changing role in post-modern society. There were also some chemical reactions that
couldn’t be missed in “Harry Potter and the Chamber of Chemistry.”
“Your Brain on Drugs” was only the beginning of Wednesday: There were 30 minutes on the biology of
“Amazing Aliens and Where to Find Them” as well as the theory on “Is the End of The Universe Predetermined?” To end the day, a couple of the Sixth Formers presented us with “How to Walk on Water.” Thursday
showed us the effects of “HIV vs Your Immune System” and “The Secrets of Supercomputers.” There were more chemical reactions with “Sensory Chemistry”
as well as “Seeing the Invisible.” The day was ended with an experiment on how to make ice cream with liquid nitrogen! Friday, the final day of Science Week
ended with a quiz: The University Challenge, which was enjoyed by all!
Sophie Shaw 9AA

Science Week - You Dyna-Might Enjoy it
Not every day that 50 students opt to crowd into a JFS classroom for the duration of lunch. But this week, the Science Department was brimming
with students each lunch time, as Science Week opened up a whole range of talks and fun experiments each day. Now, normally, anyone who tried
to bring an explosive to school would quickly find themselves under arrest. But on Monday of Science week Nathalie,
Cameron Rory and Tom gave some demonstrations to a packed crowd in Room 112, yes with explosives!
Everyone had to wear protective goggles and then we all sat in awe as we watched hydrogen peroxide make an exothermic reaction which caused the production of soap and water to explode everywhere even falling off the table! We then
moved on to other tables where different examples of different chemical reactions causing explosions to happen including setting a helium balloon on fire. It was hugely exciting but if you are an attentive chemists you would know that
helium is an inert gas - and it actually was just the balloon burning. Overall we conclude that you don’t have to be a
pyromaniac to enjoy seeing flames shooting out of everyday objects, and the audience all seemed to enjoy both the techniques and the explanations.
Aaron Jaffe, 7BH and Josh Ruben 7BB

Science week: bridging the gap between students and science
Year 9 science classes around JFS decided to celebrate this year’s science week with not only the
lunchtime activities already available, but also in class, with a newspaper-bridge building competition. Students were placed into groups of four or five and were given a planning lesson and construction lesson to design the sturdiest newspaper bridge out of a single, metro-sized newspaper and
two long strips of sticky-tape.
In 9wz2a, the winners were Adam Ferrari’s group, who’s bridge could hold up to 1600g of weights,
double of the next group’s 800g; They achieved this by making a thick sturdy rod out of rolled up
newspaper and placing a platform on top for the weights. One of the members of Adam’s team stated that they won because “we really wanted to win, all of us in the team, and so we worked hard as a
team to be the best we could be”.
The atmosphere was one of delight and curiosity the 9wz2a classroom, with many students buzzing with excitement due to the fun and unusual
nature of the lesson. It allowed students to relax and have fun, while at the same time showing their competitive edge.
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Edan Phillips 9WH

Surprise Session at

Science Week.

pills) but we didn’t know that and so we
thought that it was affecting us but actually it
was just an adrenalin rush.

They did a series of tests on us. First, they
tapped our fingers and asked us if we could
feel that, everyone answered the same. Then
they put a beeping machine next to our ears
and asked us if there was any difference in the
pattern of sound and we all answered yes. The
whole point of this experiment was that if
The hosts of the experiment were Nina and
younger person is something by a person that
Zev. They laid out 12 “pills” all the same and
is older than them is is very likely that they will
they asked for 6 volunteers.3 of which were
do as they say. It was interesting to be part of
actors and 3 of which were actual volunteers. I an experiment and little unnerving!
was the youngest one there so really the experShachar Noble–Bougay 7AM
iment was all on me and how I would react
when all the others did the same.
I chose this one in particular because it was
the most interesting one for me; this is partly
because I joined in with the experiment. This
was a test to see how people from a wide
range of age groups react when the oldest one
is doing something.

When they picked all the volunteers they told
us to take two pills each they said that they
would make our legs go numb and it will feel
like our whole body has pins and needles; anyway we all took the pills and then we had to
wait about thirty seconds before it would start
to “kick in”. So we waited and then I could feel
a few pins and needles in my fingertips and in
my tummy they asked how it feels and as I was
second to last I said exactly what the others
said.

Science Club
If you have enjoyed Science Week –
then check out Science Club. This is
a super fun lunchtime club where
you can watch fascinating experiment, and learn interesting facts.
One of the many activities the sixthformers made were lava lamps
which were unusual colours, slime
which was super sticky and they
made different coloured flames using Bunsen burners.
It’s a casual club and lasts half an
hour. You can turn up each week
and each time there is something
different to do. So if you’re interested its Monday lunchtime in G103.
Ilana Long 7ZM

The whole point of this experiment was to see
young student reactions. The pill that we all
took was actually 2 placebo pills (full sugar

The First Rule of Cook-Club

When you’re as picky as I am about food, you have to learn to cook
or go hungry. That’s where cooking club comes in! I have always
consideredwatching programmes like Bake-off and Master-Chef to
be a substitute for actual cooking, but I went along with an open
mind and an empty stomach.
The first week we made pizza. It had a base and then cheese and
tomato. Simple enough, what could go wrong? Plenty, as it turned
out. I was imagining a crisp Pizza-style base but my pizza was
cracked, soggy- bottomed and covered in congealed slimy cheese.
Maybe my natural culinary flair would emerge the following week.

Despite the linguistic squabble surrounding scones, it seems there is
universal agreement on how they’re meant to be made. I failed to
toe this line. My scones were like none you’ve ever seen. Lopsided,
uneven, and with a weird line around the middle.
Despite my problematic patisserie skills, I returned for week three.
Miss Moore’s face fell as far as my Victoria sponge when she saw me
arrive, but we crashed on into the realms of risotto. We diced our
vegetables creating a mixture of mushrooms, peppers and, unfortunately, various slivers of human fingers, which we did our best to
retrieve. Risotto making can be quite a juggling act, with the two
pans of hot liquid. Unfortunately, my effort came close to juggling
flaming torches as I failed to control the light on my hob. With
thanks to Miss Moore’s quick thinking, my risotto was saved and
survives to this day, pushed to the back of my parent’s fridge, eagerly
awaiting the Pesach clean.

Despite my ups and downs in the club, I remain an eager consumer
of my mother’s cooking, and of instant noodles. I have nibbled my
creations on the bus home, but never convinced any of my friends to
eat any. I will return to cooking club after half-term to pursue my
dream of becoming a world-famous chef, but for now at least I’ve
learned how to wash up, for which my mum is eternally grateful.
Josh Ruben. 7BB
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Visibility for Disability Week TED Talks

talking about bullying and some people talking
about their family. The week has been run by
Ms Padda and sixth-form student Maya Robinson and together we have created a whole
This year at JFS, for the first time ever, they
group of passionate young students, willing to
had a Visibility for Disability week! The whole
spread the group’s message and willing to
week is dedicated to education about disability
show the world that disability does not hold
and to remove the stigma around it. The team
you back, and that disability does not mean
had members dedicate one of their lunchtimes
that you are unable to do something but into giving TED Talks about their experience
stead that you have different abilities. We have
with disability, their opinions on disability or
created a wall display of individually decorated
their feelings about disability. It was an
butterflies; each one unique – representing
astounding lunchtime which had some people
Visibility for Disability. Check this out in the
crying, some people laughing and many people
Hillel corridor by the LRC.
had their eyes full of curiosity and the thirst to
Max Morris 8ZO
know more. The TED Talks had some people

Sign Language Workshops

numbers, animals, and colours, which
have a sign or gesture to themselves. Other words must be spelled out, which is
obviously time-consuming, so it’s much
As part of Visibility for Disability week, a better to use signs where possible. The
sign language workshop took place in
session made me realise how isolating it is
M207, led by Lesley Grundy. The workto be hearing-impaired, and what a differshop started with the sign alphabet, which ence it would make if everyone had at
seems easy in theory but in practice is
least a basic understanding of sign lanvery difficult to do quickly and without
guage.
thought. Sign language is called Makaton,
Josh Ruben 7BB
and essentially consists of a number of
common words, such as family members,

Vocal Club
I have been a member
of Vocal Club for over
two years, since Year 7.
I have enjoyed being a
part of the music department so much, and
here are a few events
that have taken place
this year and some that
are coming up:
Recently, for a few
weeks now, Vocal Club
has been working on
“Fame” by Irene Cara
for the upcoming
Spring Concert. The JFS
music concerts first
started over a decade
ago, and we could say
that they will “live forever!”

A chocolate filled
Tu’Bishvat!

sort of a tax year for trees! This is how
society worked for the Jews in Israel
1000s of years ago. As a school it is important that we remember our heritage
and with JIEP making it fun the school
could not be more exciting! Altogether
Tu’Bishvat was a fun filled exciting day
and I am sure it will be just as exciting
or more exciting next year!

This year at JFS there was everyone’s
favourite thing just for Tu’Bishvat... A
chocolate fountain and fruit! Delicious
for us but a bit messy for JiEP to clean
up! Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the
event and that was a great way to get
students involved in Jewish culture. Tu Max Morris 8ZO
bishvhat is the birthday for trees. It is in
early spring as this is when the first
buds begin to bloom. In ancient Jewish
culture the first fruits were given to the
priests who had no land of their own.
The Jews would count the first fruits
from this day the 15th Shevat. So it is

a competition against
school choirs and orchestras. JFS were taking part in a regional
competition, and, fingers crossed, soon to be
a national one, with the
songs “Odacha”, “Idor
V’dor” and “Feeling
Good”, some songs from
the past Winter Concert.
Vocal Club is led by
Miss Padda of the Music
Department every
Wednesday from 12:40
– 1:15pm and it is open
to everyone from Year 7
right through to Year 11.
During the club, students are positioned
around the room, depending on their voice,
whether it’s alto (low)
or soprano (high). I
encourage you to come
and try it out!

On Friday the 23rd
February, a number of
students went on a day
trip, known as “Music
for the Youth” in Cam- Sophie Shaw 9AA
den Town. The trip was

66

The Snow Must Go On!

themselves and put up bouncy castles, which
were a lot of fun.

It seems that even despite the thick layer of
snow covering the UK at the start of March,
the JFS staff took the time and effort to continue with the planned annual festivities, in
honour of the festival of Purim; a popular
decision.

The Purim spiel, a video composed by teaches
for the enjoyment of students, was played
during the festivities and was great fun for
both students and staff. The students got the
opportunity to see their teachers fooling
around and not taking themselves seriously.

Highlights include the reading of the Megillah,
the scroll containing the Purim story; the
magic show put on for the students of years 79. Tokens for snacks and activities were sold,
and all profits were given to charity. A symbolic food on Purim is the hamantaschen (a
triangular biscuit that is supposed to look like
the ears of the bad guy in the Purim story).
Even though the snow meant that the fairground rides couldn’t be used for health and
safety reasons, the school made sure that
there would be a way for students to enjoy

Students and teachers alike had the opportunity to go in costume, and there were many
colourful and imaginative costumes worn by
students and staff throughout JFS.

peratures, were a resounding success among
the teachers and students who took part. The
Purim story is all about things unexpectedly
working out and situations being ‘upside
down’ that’s part of why we dress up. I guess
this year these Purim themes were more true
than usual with our topsy-turvy Purim in the
snow.

A student in year 9 suggests commented
“Purim is a very important festival for the
entire Jewish community but especially in JFS.
We all made the effort to have our school
celebration”
The school celebrations this year, despite chal- Edan Phillips 9WH
lenges from the heavy snow and freezing tem-

Grandparents Tea
I was thrilled to hear that my Grandma and Great Aunt were coming
to school for the February Grandparents tea. I was eager to be able to
show them my new school.

pressed by all the polite kids who welcomed her into the school and
wished her a good afternoon. My Grandma thought the afternoon was
very informative. Her favourite part of the school was the art department and was pleased to meet different staff and students.

I asked my Grandma what he thought about the afternoon and she
said it was an innoThe students all waited together, in anticipation for our family to
arrive. I was nervous that they might embarrass me but I was pleased vative way to fundto see them. The first job for the afternoon was to take them round the raise for the school
and get the Grandwhole school in an hour. This was a tricky task and they wanted to
parents involved. We
stop and see everything!
all had fun and I
My Grandma couldn’t help but compare JFS to her old secondary
would recommend
school ( I’m not allowed to tell you when she was there but it is safe to
the experience to
say it was a long time ago!) She was impressed by everything from the
everyone.
computer bays to the canteen. She couldn’t believe the size of the
Amelia Kay 7ZG
sports halls and the creativity in the art department. She was im-

Year 7 Shabbaton

bed. We had a sing-off between 4 teams named after Shabbat foods.
My team was called Team Chulent. This made for awesome entertainment before returning to our dorms. We woke up at 9am as there was
still more sports activities to enjoy before the coach brought us home.
Overall, the experience was very entertaining and we learned a lot how
to make the most from a proper Shabbat experience. I fully recommend going on this trip as I had loads of fun.

One bright and sunny Friday morning in February, an excited group of
Year Sevens went to Kingswood for the annual Shabbaton. Our cheerful madrichim led chants and loads of singing as we journeyed
through the countryside. We arrived at noon to find some helpful staff
give us a tour of the big campus. We then played a few games to get
to know each other and we were assigned to our dorms.
Aaron Jaffe, 7BH
After we had free time to unpack our stuff and get ready for Shabbat,
we came to the cafeteria to enjoy a full, traditional Shabbat dinner led
by Mr. Joseph. We sang together and held a battle of table chants. We
then played a few fun activities before we headed off to sleep. The next
morning we woke up buzzing for the day to start as we went to the
main hall for Shacharit. We had a jam packed schedule of missions
throughout the day including games such as leap of faith, rock climbing, team sessions and problem solving before the end of Shabbat. We
had a few more activities, as my team did the leap of faith in the dark.
(Trust me it’s really fun!)
We then had a scrumptious dinner before getting packed up before
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Creative writing KS3 winning entry
The Truth Kills—A short story by Robert Ebner-Statt 8WB
He examined the immaculate carvings in the machine’s side before blowing off a layer of dust that had
made its home there. He flicked a switch and stared in
awe as the metal pod came to life, wondering where in
time to travel to first. The man exclaimed “Take me to
the day I get married” and stared hopefully at the
space around him, yet his face fell when nothing appeared to have happened. He peeked round the doorway to the bustling school corridor yet nothing had
changed, everything was as it had been before.
The man took his seat in the silver chair once more and
said “Take me to my first child’s barmitzvah”, another
scene in time he longed to see, but still there was no
hum of machinery or flash of light and to his dismay
when he surveyed the corridor the same children were
playing, everything was the same. The man’s cheeks
turned red and rage consumed him, had he done all
those things for this – a piece of junk.
The man kicked the pod aggressively, so much so that
a dent formed but lights started flashing in the bulbs. A
smile appeared on the gentleman’s face as he took his
seat for the third time.
“Take me to the day I die.” This time sound erupted from the machine, the bulbs started spinning and changing colour.
A flash of light then swarmed around the room and the man had to cover his eyes. Cautiously he got up and looked into
the corridor, yet there they were, the same children. Nothing had changed. The man’s cheeks turned red once more as he
jumped on top of the pod, breaking the glass and most of its contents. Then a woman appeared from the shadows brandishing a revolver and screamed “What have you done to the time machine I made?” The man replied “It didn’t work.”
Slowly the woman raised her gun and fired the bullet at the man’s chest. As she started examining the ruined machine
she muttered to herself “Didn’t work. It’s never not worked before.”

For further creative writing entries please see our blog: http://jfsstudentjournalist.blogspot.co.uk/
Student Journalists 2017-2018: Amelia Kay 7ZG, Shachar Noble-Bougay 7AM, Joshua Reuben 7BB, Aaron Jaffe
7BH, Ilana Long 7ZM, Robert Ebner Statt 8WB, Max Morris 8ZO, Sophie Shaw 9AA, Edan Phillips 9WH

For more information about the Student Journalist programme please speak to Miss Sassoon in the Geography Department .
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